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Abstract. This paper deals with the issue of software adaptation. We
focus on Component-Based Software Development including Architec-
ture Description Languages, and clearly identify three levels of adapta-
tion. We argue that capturing functional and non-functional changes in
a system requires various types of adaptation tools working at different
granularities and times in the system lifecycle, with various actors.

1 Introduction

Adaptation has always been an important challenge for software engineering.
Systems have to be continuously revised to address new functional or non-
functional requirements, changing environment. The need for adaptation may
appear at any time in the software lifecycle: development, deployment, supervi-
sion and maintenance (evolutive, corrective). Changes that can be anticipated
at development and deployment time are referred to as static adaptation, and
changes applied at execution time without stopping the system, as dynamic
adaptation. Maintenance changes can be done statically or dynamically.

Researchers have come with various solutions to address the issue of adap-
tation. These include model transformations in Model Driven Engineering [1],
approaches based on reflection [2], adaptive agent platforms [3], object and
component-based approaches that propose open containers in EJB and CCM
models [4], component assembly reconfiguration [5, 6], adaptors for component
[7], and Aspect Oriented Programming techniques (AOP) [8, 9].

In this position paper, we propose a multi-level model that aims at captur-
ing static and dynamic changes in a Component-Based Software Development
(CBSD) and Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) context. We promote
the use of AOP techniques to enable the integration for both functional and non-
functional adaptation. Context-aware and auto-adaptive mechanisms are out of
the scope of this paper.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 identifies the different adaptation
levels, and describes the adaptation techniques currently available at each level.
Section 3 shows how our recent work integrating components and aspects, Fractal
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Aspect Component (FAC) [10] addresses one of the levels identified in Section 2.
Section 4 explains how we envision a framework that captures all of these levels.
Finally, Section 5 gives conclusions and future work.

2 Three levels of adaptation

Numerous component models have emerged the last two decades, targeting ap-
plications, systems, middleware and operating systems. In this paper, we focus
on Component-Based Software Development (CBSD), which is concerned with
the assembly of highly reusable and configurable software components [11], in-
cluding Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) [12], which clarify and ease
the description of component assemblies.

This section identifies the entities that need to be adapted because of changes
in functional and non-functional requirements. In the CBSD and ADLs contexts,
one may want to adapt a component access points, the bindings between het-
erogeneous components, the composition of a composite component, or some
programs that represent component behavior. We identify three separate lev-
els of adaptation, each of them working at various granularities: architecture,
component and program levels of adaptation.

Architecture level adaptation A system architecture defines a plan that
clearly represents the system structure, indicating how components are bound
together, as well as the nesting relationship between components. Architecture
adaptation relies on reconfiguration and recomposition of the component assem-
bly: adding or replacing a component, inserting connectors between heteroge-
neous components, changing the component hierarchy, and so on.

By considering a software architecture description as a model, model trans-
formation approaches based on Model Driven Engineering (MDE) adapt the
architecture through successive transformations. For example, TranSAT is a
framework for adapting a software architecture to new concerns through trans-
formations [13].

Transformation is not the only adaptation mechanism. To deal with the as-
sembling of heterogeneous COTS components, connectors that adapt the in-
coming and outcoming component operations are generally used. For example,
Unicon proposes specific adaptors that are connectors, which mediate interac-
tions among components by specifying protocols [14].

Component level adaptation A component is a unit for the management
of configuration, security, faults, etc., i.e., a functional entity together with a
set of associated non-functional properties. These non-functional properties are
typically handled by so-called ”containers” in component models such as En-
terprise JavaBeans or the CORBA Component Model, or ”membranes” in the
Fractal component model which embody interception-based mechanisms such as
reflection or AOP.
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Various techniques based on the interception of the original component be-
havior are employed to adapt components, such as K-Component [5], the open-
container approach [4]. The K-Component model relies on a specific adaptation
language (Adaptation Contract Description Language) and an adaptation man-
ager that is aware of any changes and can adapt the base system through struc-
tural reflection. The open-container approach enables new technical services to
be added to EJB and CCM containers.

Program level adaptation At this level, we consider programs as entities
encapsulated by components. Numerous techniques exist to perform program
adaptation, such as AOP [8, 9], reflection [2], program transformation [15], e.g.
Java byte-code transformations (e.g. ASM [16]).

3 Dynamic component adaptation with FAC

This section presents our solution to the dynamic component adaptation issue
with our most recent work, Fractal Aspect Component (FAC), which introduces
AOP concepts into the Fractal component model [6]. A previous paper [10]
presented the basic elements of the first version of FAC. This Section sums up its
features and discusses the issue of software adaptation with FAC. Our previous
work on JAC [9] and TranSAT [13] covers the program and architecture levels,
respectively.

The first subsection introduces the Fractal component model, then its exten-
sion FAC for AOP. Finally, we present how FAC addresses adaptation at the
component level described in Section 2.

3.1 Fractal

Fractal [6] is a general software component model with the following mean fea-
tures:

– dynamic components, interfaces and bindings: components are runtime en-
tities that do exist at runtime and can be manipulated as such for man-
agement purpose. Components communicate through bindings between in-
terfaces, which are the only access points to components. A binding is a
communication channel between a client interface and a server interface.

– hierarchical components: composite components contain recursively primi-
tive components at arbitrary levels to provide a uniform view of software
systems at various levels of abstraction.

– shared components: a (sub)component can be contained in several (super)
components,. This is very useful typically to model resources which are in-
trinsically shared.

– reflexive components: architectural introspection for system monitoring and
intercession for dynamic reconfiguration.
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– openness: the model is defined as a set of concepts (component, interface,
binding, membrane, controller, etc.) embodied in an API. It typically pro-
poses some APIs to configure components assemblies by means of binding
(between client and server interfaces), containment and lifecyle (start, stop).
Controllers that are optional, can be specialized and extended at will, and
of course new controllers can be defined.

Interestingly here, a Fractal component is composed out of a membrane and
a content. The content is either a primitive component in an underlying pro-
gramming language or a set of components. The membrane embodies most of
the reflexive capabilities by means of controllers that can export or not control
interfaces. In Julia, a Java execution support for Fractal components, a mixin-
based mechanism is used to build controllers that are composed, if needed, with
interceptors to build membranes that control the encapsulated components. In
AOKell, another Java execution support for Fractal component under develop-
ment by the authors, (AspectJ) aspects are used to program membranes.

3.2 FAC

FAC is an extension of Fractal, which integrates the notion of aspects into the
Fractal model. It aims at capturing the crosscutting properties of a system. In
FAC, aspects are Fractal components, called Aspect Components, with a specific
server interface implementing the AOP Alliance API3.

Aspect Components are woven and unwoven at run-time. The process of
weaving is very similar to the process of binding a functional client interface
and a server interface in Fractal. We call a crosscutting binding the interaction
between a set of components and an aspect component. Crosscutting bindings
are defined by an API or at the ADL level. Pointcuts are defined through reg-
ular expressions when a crosscutting binding is defined. A pointcut selects the
components, interfaces and methods on which the aspect component will apply.
FAC allows structural and behavioral pointcuts as we will see in the following
subsection.

3.3 Runtime adaptation with FAC

In FAC adding a new behavior consists of writing the new behavior in an as-
pect component and defining where this new behavior applies. The way the new
behavior will be triggered can be expressed with structural or behavioral speci-
fications.

Structural elements, such as a method signature, a functional interface, or a
component, can be used as joinpoints in the system. Each required or provided
operation defined by a component can potentially be intercepted and augmented
with new features.
3 AOP Alliance http://sourceforge.net/projects/aopalliance is an open-source initia-

tive to define a common API for AOP frameworks. The API is implemented by
Spring and JAC [9].
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FAC allows an aspect to be triggered on a specific sequence of external com-
ponent interactions. Each component interaction is captured by the aspect com-
ponent that will be triggered if the sequence of interactions matches. Cflows
in JAsCo [8], EAOP [17] and AspectJ can similary trigger aspects on proto-
cols. These approaches work at the program level, whereas FAC works at the
component level.

4 Towards an integration of the three levels

Our objective is to build a three level model (architecture, component, program),
which captures any functional and non-functional changes at any time in the
software lifecycle. In our vision, the model needs to address the following issues:

– who realizes the modifications: the architect, the programmer, the adminis-
trator,

– when are the modifications applied: static or dynamic adaptation,

Different actors are involved in a system lifecycle. Each actor needs to per-
form adaptation at the level he works with. For example, an architect would
perform architecture and component level adaptation; a programmer would per-
form program adaptation. The important point here is that each actor needs a
way to adapt the system at a step of the lifecycle. The three levels can fulfill
these needs. The issue of who will adapt the system when changes need to be
performed remains open.

The three levels need to capture both static and dynamic adaptation. Pre-
dictable changes can be defined through adaptation policies. If static adaptation
is important, unpredictable changes might appear during run-time. Currently
runtime changes are addressed by FAC at the component level.

Our objective is to extend FAC to the architecture and the program levels.
Previous works around TranSAT and JAC will inspire the extension.

5 Conclusions & future work

We have proposed a three-level model for adaptation in a component-based
context. We have shown that in order to capture any changes in a component
system, different granularities have to be considered.

The architecture is likely to evolve through transformations and reconfigu-
rations of components interactions and composition. Component interfaces fre-
quently need to be adapted to new requirements. Finally, when changes apply
to specific part of a program encapsluted into a component, only this part needs
to be updated or intercepted.

Our proposal uses AOP techniques at the three levels due to its ability to
ease the integration of crosscutting concerns.
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Open issues For the moment, only the component level is fully integrated
into the Fractal component model. When assembling the three levels, we are
likely to run into consistency issues. The connection between each level is a true
challenge. For example, what happens to a previously adapted component when
the architecture is restructured.

The model allows various actors to add aspects at the three different levels.
The architect defines a set of transformation rules. The programmer indepen-
dently introduces aspects at the lower (program) level. The question of the ad-
ministrator remains undefined. More likely, he will have to deal with aspects at
the three levels.

The question of applying changes at design time or runtime is still open. For
example, the question of adapting architecture at run-time through transforma-
tions certainly requires precautions.
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